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Abstract: We study how commitment of entrepreneurs to sustainability practices might effectively
improve the social and environmental impact of market competition. To this end we devised a market
experiment in which profit maximization and socially and environmentally concerned behavior
were both potential goals of producers. Our subject pool included two distinct types of students
having different prosocial attitudes. The two types adopted significantly different strategies in the
treatment group, where producers could contribute to a positive externality, whereas they behaved
similarly in the control group, where the only objective was profit maximization. Subjects who
were ex-ante more prosocial chose to produce with more focus on the positive externality than their
counterparts. However, they failed to actually deliver a larger social impact as a consequence of the
market outcome. We conclude that producers often commit to social responsibility, even though
well-meaning conducts do not necessarily beget equally good outcomes.

Keywords: sustainable entrepreneurship; social responsibility; environmental responsibility; market
experiment; charitable giving; vertical differentiation

1. Introduction

Responsible production and consumption is one core Sustainable Development Goal
(SDG 13) of the Agenda 2030 and at the base of the transition process towards a sustain-
able future (economic, social and environmental). Sustainable entrepreneurship plays
a central role in this transition process [1]. In general, simultaneously engaging in so-
cial/environmental and economic value creation is a complex task, made more challenging
by stakeholder accountability for social value creation and shareholder accountability
for financial performance [2]. The recent proliferation of literature reviews reflects the
ongoing, lively debate on sustainable entrepreneurship (see among others [3–11]). This
literature is often related to social entrepreneurship, environmental entrepreneurship and
hybrid organizations more broadly [10]. Indeed, Ali [3] underlines that, “Although the
sustainable development literature indistinguishably links the environmental and social
aspects, still a significant amount of literature focuses on either one or the other”. The
present paper is linked to the stream of literature that focuses on the value creation and
impact of sustainable entrepreneurship. Sustainable entrepreneurship business models
have to balance different combinations of environmental and social scope and a focus on
the mass market and profitability (see e.g., [12]). By pursuing this balance, sustainable
entrepreneurs face higher complexity and ambiguity with respect to those entrepreneurs
aiming at creating economic value only [13]. Further, quoting Weller and Ran [14], “social
entrepreneurship is a paradoxical phenomenon wherein seemingly incompatible elements
such as business and social logics coexist”. Sustainable entrepreneurs therefore need com-
bining social/environmental value and profitability in some way. Several studies, within
this stream, focus on the behavioral aspect of the entrepreneur [3] and on the dependence
of sustainable entrepreneurship on entrepreneurs’ behavioral tendency [15] especially in
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the decision-making process to pursue sustainability. As emphasized in literature reviews,
sustainable entrepreneurs can play a catalyst role by converting a vision of sustainability
into market reality. However, Fellnhofer et al. [5] identify this as one of the gaps present
in the literature. In their review, sustainability is an integral part of entrepreneurship but
a key issue remains to be addressed, namely, ”Under what conditions can entrepreneur-
ship simultaneously create economic growth, while advancing social and environmental
objectives?” The authors of [6], for instance, raise the related question of how individuals
successfully balance the economic, social and environmental dimensions in organizations.
Moreover, these authors identify game theory applications as relevant instruments to shed
light on causes and consequences of (particular dimensions) of sustainable entrepreneur-
ship and highlight a gap in quantitative researches methods due to a small number of
published applied work. In other words, the impact of sustainable entrepreneurship is not
sufficiently covered by the literature (see e.g., [8]).

In many contexts individual behavior does not comply with the homo economicus
paradigm, which represents individuals as perfectly rational and self-interested (see
e.g., [16]) but rather reveals a prosocial and environment-friendly attitude. Indeed, in-
dividuals make charitable contributions, engage in voluntary pro-environment actions,
donate blood, and sometimes agree to pay higher prices in order to consume responsibly.
For this reason we would like to investigate whether prosocial and environmental motiva-
tions can also influence the choices of individuals involved in the role of entrepreneurs by
making them forego part of their profit for the greater good.

In the theoretical literature there have only been a few instances where firms, or
entrepreneurs, were not profit maximizers. Baron [17] offers one of the first attempts to give
a theoretical rationale for the behavior of a social entrepreneur undertaking corporate social
responsibility (CSR henceforth) activities at a financial loss. More recently, the authors
of [18] have developed a model in which firms can have different degrees of CSR, based on
the relative weight of profits and social objectives within their utility function.

Several studies analyze the nature and the behaviors of social entrepreneurs (see [10]
for a systematic literature review): the results, however, are still too limited regarding the
overall understanding of the market mechanisms and empirical analysis seems inconclusive
with regard to the actual motivations of social entrepreneurship. A further difficulty is that
we can expect significant self-serving bias in answers from direct interviews of managers
or entrepreneurs, to overstate their social attitudes and improve their perceived reputation,
which parallels what happens with consumers and the well documented gap in terms
of stated and actual purchasing decisions when there are socially and environmentally
related issues (see [19] for both empirical and survey-based literature regarding social
consumerism).

For this reason, as suggested by [20], incentivized experiments may be better suited to
examine the actual motivations behind sustainable entrepreneurship as well as, more in
general, to study strategic behavior in market environments (see for example [21,22]). An
alternative choice would have been that of a conjoint analysis; see e.g., [23,24].

A few experimental studies in recent years have dealt with the phenomena of ethical
product differentiation, sustainable entrepreneurship and corporate social responsibility
(see [25–29]. These papers share a very similar framework, oftentimes featuring markets
with sellers and consumers interacting for a predetermined number of rounds. In each
round, sellers must determine a price for a good that has a social attribute (i.e., a positive
externality): usually, the higher such attribute of a good, the higher the resulting donation
to a charity organization once that good is sold. In [25], the externality of a transaction
does not involve a donation to a charity organization but rather a higher payoff for a
third player who has no active role in the experiment. A similar design is also adopted
in [27,30] both of which focus on fair wages and feature a third player who plays the role of
a seller’s employee. In [26] the positive externality consists in the production of a public
good shared among all players. In all of these works, irrespective of the particular nuances
in the design of the effect of externalities, consumers observe the price and, in some cases,
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have knowledge of the social quality of each good (and this information may be more or
less credible). When all consumers have chosen which goods to buy, each agent is informed
of the market outcome and the game is repeated for various rounds.

These papers take advantage of the experimental market to investigate how institu-
tional framework and information setting can affect market outcomes and the behavior
of individual actors. For instance, Rode et al. [28] study the relevance of what buyers
know about the additional costs related to a specific social attribute. Georgantzis and
Vasileiou, and Valente [26,29] focus on the effect of ethical differentiation on market out-
comes, consumer behavior and profits. Bartling et al. [25] analyze the influence of increased
competitive pressure and the impact of the information about the social quality of each
proposal. Both Bartling et al. and Feicht et al. [25,31] consider cases in which a product’s
social attribute has varying efficiency in terms of external impact. Feicht et al. [31], in
particular, analyze the influence of the commitment power of sellers to donate the initially
announced amount. Meanwhile, Etilé and Teyssier [32] go into the issue of credibility
in more depth by comparing treatments where sellers have different signaling devices
in order to make the social aspects of their proposal credible for consumers. Pigors and
Rockenbach [27] investigate the relevance of the kind of information buyers have on the
wage received by workers involved in the production of goods sold on the market.

These experiments, however, are typically designed so that there is no way to deter-
mine whether producers’ strategies are consistent with standard profit maximization or
rather if producers strategies imply genuine willingness to sacrifice profits in the social
interest. Indeed, in (all of) the experiments previously cited, market outcomes are the result
of the interaction between the social attitudes of both producers and consumers. In order
to fully understand the impact of sellers, this aspect needs to be disentangled from the
potential heterogeneity of buyers. To do so, while we retain a similar framework in order
to analyze sustainable entrepreneurship strategies, we simulate the demand side of the
market by means of an algorithm. Such an algorithm is inspired by standard models of
vertically differentiated markets, where consumers are “heterogeneously” willing to pay
for the quality of the goods, see e.g. [33,34]. This framework has already been adopted by
many authors investigating various issues related to CSR and sustainability, see [18,35–39].
In turn, this type of behavior emerges in experimental papers with human - as opposed to
computerized - consumers, such as in [26,29]. To our knowledge, the present study is the
first to focus exclusively on the attitudes of producers when production entails some social
and environmental externality which in turn affect market shares.

Our design inquires the extent to which experimental subjects playing as producers
behave as profit maximizers when their choices may have a social impact, marked by
a donation to a charity organization that is selected by the individual producer from a
predetermined list before the start of the experiment. We contrast the result against a control
treatment where the game was the same as in the main treatment, with the only exception
that the social dimension of quality was dropped. In that case, the algorithm represents
consumers interested in quality per se and market transactions have no external impact.

A further issue we study is whether (and how) subjects with different prosocial
and environmental attitudes adopt different strategies and affect the market outcome
accordingly. To this end we selected an ad hoc sample of economics majors, recruiting
students from two rather different areas of economic studies: Business and Management
and Development Studies. Indeed, as we detail below, the two groups of students are
quite different, on average, in terms of their attitudes and aspirations. Two recent related
papers, Sana et al. and Tu et al. [40,41], study the entrepreneurial attitudes of students:
our experimental context however allows us to analyze the effects of potentially different
attitudes on actual choices and market outcomes).

Our findings can be summarized as follows. When production may have positive
externalities (i.e., in our main treatment), players with higher prosocial and environmental
attitudes display greater willingness to contribute to such positive externalities and often
ended up earning less, whilst no such differences emerge when such externalities are
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removed (i.e., in the control). The evidence as to whether prosocial producers generate
more positive social/environmental impact is ambiguous. Indeed market competition
appeared to act as a countervailing force with respect to the intention to trigger positive
impacts. In other words, the drive toward sustainable outcomes is to some extent offset by
competitive pressure.

2. Experimental Design and Procedures
2.1. Design

The experiment consists of a simple incentivized duopolistic market environment over
ten periods followed by a questionnaire about demographic background, views on con-
sumer ethics and behavioral traits. Subjects play the role of firms, offering a differentiated
good for which they have to decide price and quality. The demand side of the market is
played by an algorithm.

The experiment involves two between-subject treatments: a main treatment (T) and
a control treatment (C). In T, the good’s quality serves two different purposes. Firms can
differentiate their products by choosing different quality levels. Besides this, if market
share is positive, then quality determines a donation to a charity (which is chosen by the
subject during the registration phase). As a result the subjects can choose quality levels in
order to both obtain higher profits through product differentiation and/or contribute to the
charitable cause. In C, there are no charities involved and only the product differentiation
motive remains. In both treatments, each experimental market consists of two sellers and
an artificial continuum of buyers. Each pair of randomly matched sellers stick together
throughout the 10 periods (fixed matching). Each pair of subjects can be thought of as an
isolated universe, identifying a specific market that cannot be influenced by what happens
in other pairs/markets. In fact, the subjects of a specific pair are not informed of the choices
made by the subjects of other pairs, since such choices have no impact on the outcome of
their own market. Earnings are expressed in experimental currency units (ECU).

Each period seller i chooses quality qi and price pi for the supplied good, subject to
the constraint 0 ≤ qi ≤ pi ≤ 400. Likewise, seller j simultaneously and independently
chooses qj and pj so that 0 ≤ qj ≤ pj ≤ 400. Once qualities and prices are selected, an
algorithm representing the demand side (see Section 2.1.1 below for the details) determines
the market share of each seller, si and sj. Each player then receives information about both
firms’ posted prices and qualities as well as their own market share and resulting payoffs
in the current period. At the beginning of the session each seller is informed that their own
market share is positively correlated to both the quality of their good and the price of their
competitor’s good, and negatively correlated to the price of their good and to the quality of
the competitor’s good. Instructions and screen-shots can be found in Supplementary S1.

The profit of seller i is πi = (pi − qi)si and it is therefore computed as markup (price
minus quality which represents a cost) times market share. Similarly, the other seller gets
πj = (pj − qj)sj.

In T, the instructions specify that each subject has to choose the social/environmental
quality of a fictitious good, thus illustrating that such aspect is a potential attribute of the
production process (e.g., the use of less polluting material or the absence of child labor
in the supply chain). In every round, the choices of seller i give rise to a positive social
impact Ii = 1.5qisi where the use of a multiplicative factor, 1.5 in this case, is a standard way
of making donations more appealing with respect to the option of maximizing earnings
during the experiment and then donating part of them to a charity when the experiment is
over. Conversely, in C, quality is described as inherent to the intrinsic characteristics of the
good, with no reference to any external impact.

Participants are aware that at the end of the market game, 1 out of the 10 rounds
is randomly drawn to determine the actual earnings (equal to π in that specific round)
and, in T, the donations corresponding to I in that round. This choice is meant to prevent
possible wealth-effect and/or risk-related distortions of the incentive scheme. (The authors
of [42] shows evidence of the influence of an income effect on the experimental choices in
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a repeated auction laboratory game where all rounds are paid. See [43] for evidence that
subjects appear more risk seeking in multiple lotteries when all decisions are paid. See
also [44] for a more detailed discussion of pros and cons of alternative payments schemes.)
The ECUs are changed into Euros at the end of the experiment at a ratio of 1 Euro for every
20 ECUs.

2.1.1. Market Shares

The algorithm defining the buyers’ behavior and determining the market shares
between the two sellers works as follows. Let q1 < q2 and p1, p2 be the choices of the
two sellers. Then the proportion of consumers in the market served by the two sellers,
i.e., market shares s1, s2 will be computed as:

s1 =


0
2
3

p2−p1
q2−q1

1

i f
i f
i f

p1 > p2
p2−p1
q2−q1

∈
(
0, 3

2
)

p2 > p1 +
3
2 (q2 − q1)

and s2 = 1− s1

The rationale behind this rule is that it reproduces the outcome of a vertically differen-
tiated duopoly facing consumers with an heterogeneous willingness to pay for quality (for
a similar setup, see e.g., [45,46]). In particular, suppose there is a unit mass of consumers,
whereby consumer k has preferences over price and quality that can be represented by the
utility function

Uk(q, p) = v + θkq− p

where θk is a random variable uniformly distributed in [0, 3
2 ] and measures the willingness

to pay for quality and v is a constant, large enough to ensure that U is always positive on the
[0, 3

2 ] support (these assumptions imply that no consumer is willing to pay for quality more
than its possible social impact, which we set to 1.5, and the median consumer willingness
to pay equals exactly half of the social impact). In this context the proportion of consumers
preferring good 1 that sells at p1 and has quality q1 over good 2 selling at p2 with quality
q2 > q1 is determined by the indifferent consumer. There is indeed a threshold θ̂ = p2−p1

q2−q1

such that consumer k prefers good 1 to good 2 if and only if θk < θ̂.
When q1 = q2 instead

s1 =


0
1
2
1

i f
i f
i f

p1 > p2
p1 = p2
p1 < p2

and s2 = 1− s1

When qualities are equal, the shares are entirely determined by the price difference.
When both qualities and prices are equal, the market is equally split between the two firms,
so their market share is exactly one half.

2.2. Recruitment

Subjects were recruited from the School of Economics and Management at the Univer-
sity of Florence. The choice of using students as surrogates for business people in experi-
ments simulating business problems is often questioned in the literature (see, e.g., [47]). An
early survey of the literature on this topic (see [48]) finds that students’ attitudes are not the
same as those of business people; however, research shows that students and non-students
respond similarly in decision-making tasks. Despite the fact that no general consensus has
been reached on the topic, more recent examples of research work suggesting (with some
distinctions) that students can be adequate substitutes for managers in decision-making
tasks can be found in [49–51]. We invited BSc and MSc students from either Business and
Management (BM) or Development Studies (DS) (BM and DS students were recruited
both at the bachelor and at the master level, so one BSc and one MSc degree courses
were involved for both the business and the development studies tracks, with around 10%
of MSc’s students in both cohorts) because we were interested in selecting individuals
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whose prosocial/pro-environment attitudes were likely to be heterogeneous. Indeed we
want to study, among other things, the possible effect of different prosocial attitudes of
entrepreneurs on market outcomes and sustainability. To do this, we follow [52] suggesting
that the external validity of student-based research could be improved by employing sub-
jects with demographic and interest profiles similar to the population to whom researchers
wish to generalize (the interesting debate that ensued is further developed in [53,54]). The
AlmaLaurea Survey on Graduates Profiles shows that these two populations hold diverse
views along several dimensions and the answers collected in our final questionnaire (in
Supplementary S2) corroborates the presence of such differences (see Section 4.2 for a more
thorough discussion). Hence, we are led to assume that DS students are more inclined
toward sustainability, while BM students are more profit-oriented.

We canvassed every student from the School of Economics and received positive
feedback from more than 400 students, with 158 from the Business and Management,
81 from the Development Studies and the remaining from Economics, Statistics and Finance.
The initial announcement was extended to all the students in the School of Economics in
order to avoid revealing any unnecessary information to the students—most notably the
fact that their field of study was an important element of our research. We randomly chose
and invited 146 students from the list of respondents—73 from BM courses and 73 from
DS—to take part in the experiment. Given our interest in studying how the outcome of the
market game was influenced by the subjects’ field of study, we planned a specific procedure
in order to ensure a mixed composition of pairs in each session. Table 1 reports the main
data related to participation in the experiment with details about the groups’ composition
in each treatment.

Table 1. Subjects and groups composition.

Subjects Groups

Totals BM DS BM-BM BM-DS DS-DS

T 82 41 41 12 17 12
C 64 32 32 10 12 10

Total 146 73 73 22 29 22

2.3. Implementation

The experimental sessions were computerized using oTree (see [55]) and were con-
ducted at the University of Florence’s Behavioural and Experimental Economics Laboratory
(BEELab) between November 2015 and October 2018. In the T sessions, students received
general instructions upon arrival at the registration desk and were asked to choose a charity
they wanted to support in case some additional money should emerge during the experi-
ment as a consequence of their own choices. Participants were asked to choose one of six
charities—be it international, national or local—with activities ranging from environmental
protection to international cooperation and social intervention. The list included in partic-
ular: “UNHCR”, “Oxfam”, “Greenpeace”, “Manitese” (an Italian organization involved
in international sustainable development cooperation), “Fondazione ANT” and “Noi per
voi Onlus” (associations supporting families coping with serious health problems). The C
sessions, by contrast, received only general instructions.

At the beginning of the experiment the market game instructions were shown to each
participant on the computer screen. A researcher read them aloud and students could
ask for clarification at any time. Each subject then had to answer three control questions
devised to improve understanding of the game rules and logic. Each session started with
the market game and was followed by one or more unrelated experimental activities for a
total duration between 80 and 100 min, comprising a final questionnaire covering personal
data and behavioral attitudes. The choices made in the main treatment resulted in an
average per-subject amount of EUR 7.3 of experimenters’ money being donated to charities,
while the average gain was EUR 11.5 per subject. At the end of each session, cash payments
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were made to students in a separate room by the administrative staff in order to preserve
anonymity. The donations to the charities were made on-line and receipts for the bank
transfers were e-mailed to all the participants.

3. Theory Predictions and Hypotheses

The design of our experiment follows the previous literature, notably e.g., [31]. Note
that in the literature quoted in the introduction and related to the experimental analysis of
market games with social externality, a design similar to ours is typically used, with the only
exception that real consumers, rather than an exogenous algorithm, determine the market
shares of each producer. The context in which experimental subjects must simultaneously
choose price and quality resembles a standard economic model of a vertically differentiated
duopoly (see [34,45]). In such a context, it is not easy to predict the choices of the duopolists
because of the presence of the strategic interaction: the best choice for a firm is always
influenced by the choices of its rival. According to economic theory, a reasonable predictor
of the overall outcome in a situation of strategic interaction is the Nash equilibrium, i.e.,
the case in which all parties involved in the strategic interdependence choose their best
strategy given the strategies adopted by all other parties. However, it has been shown in
the economic literature that in a vertical differentiation model if firms are profit maximizers
and choose quality and price simultaneously then there are no Nash equilibria (see [34,56]
p. 151). However, while it is reasonable to expect subjects in C to maximize their own
payoff, subjects in T could be motivated by the desire to contribute to a charity, besides
their self-interest.

In order to understand how a different objective function could affect the players’
strategies, we studied the best reply functions of a profit-maximizing firm and that of
a nonprofit firm that is trying to maximize its positive impact on the social welfare (the
details and the results are contained in Supplementary S3). In general, the market share of a
specific firm is a decreasing function of its markup, hence a nonprofit firm interested only in
its positive impact on the social welfare will try to maximize its market share by imposing
a zero markup. On the other hand, a profit maximizing firm will always go for a strictly
positive markup in order to optimally balance the gains associated to every unit sold with
the total quantity of sales. Each duopolist will strategically choose the level of quality to
maximize its objective function given the choices of its rival. It is worth noting that higher
quality implies higher market share, but for a profit-maximizing firm, quality is a cost to be
minimized, while for a nonprofit firm, quality is a goal to be maximized. For this reason,
as shown in Supplementary S3, a nonprofit firm will, on average, choose a higher quality
than a profit-maximizing firm (more specifically, on the basis of their best reply strategies,
nonprofit firms always set quality within the interval between 200 and 400 ECUs, while
profit maximizing firms always choose a quality level smaller than 1000/3 ECUs). We
prove that when a profit maximizing firm plays a nonprofit one, a Nash equilibrium exists
according to which the former chooses a null quality and a price equal to 200, while the
latter sets both the quality and the price at the maximum level of 400. Conversely, no Nash
equilibrium in pure strategies exists when both competitors are nonprofit firms maximizing
social impact (as well as when they are are profit maximizers, as already established in
the literature).

In fact, our expectation is that most actual experimental subjects fall somewhere in
between exclusive profit maximization and social impact maximization. While analyzing
the strategic interaction between subjects who variously balance both objectives is quite
difficult (and beyond the scope of this work), and knowledge of the best reply functions
for these extreme cases helps suggesting the likely behavior of subjects in the experiment.
For example, we can predict that individuals who tend to emphasize social impact over
private earnings will set a higher quality and a lower markup with respect to more self-
interested individuals.

The presence of possible charity donations should induce subjects having strong
prosocial/pro-environment inclinations to produce with higher quality, on top of the
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strategic motive induced by vertical differentiation. Such effect should not be quite as
visible in less prosocial subjects. On the other side, when the quality only holds a strategic
value, there is no reason to assume that a different behavior could stem from differences
in prosociality. Hence, we expect that BM and DS quality choices be different in T but not
in C.

Hypothesis 1a (H1a). In T, DS students will choose higher quality than BM students.

Hypothesis 1b (H1b). In C, quality will not significantly differ among BM and DS students.

On a different perspective, the markup (or equivalently, the price) plays a key strategic
role in bringing forth market shares and hence the market outcome. For subjects who set
the same markup, the one with higher quality would get just a 1/3 market share (because
higher quality and same markup imply higher price). So in order to give rise to a significant
social impact, beside going for high quality, a subject should forgo part of the possible
profit by setting markup below that of the competitor. Instead, it is less clear what a clever
strategy would be for a profit maximizing agent because an increase in the markup could
result in a loss of market share, the optimal choice also depending on the competitor’s
choice. So, we again expect that in T, DS students settle on lower markup than BM students.
No differences should instead emerge in C.

Hypothesis 2a (H2a). In T, DS students will choose lower markup than BM students.

Hypothesis 2b (H2b). In C, markup will not significantly differ among BM and DS students.

The basic idea is that all subjects in C should simply attempt to maximize their private
earnings and hence display statistically similar behavior. Conversely, substantial differences
between BM and DS are to be expected in T: we conjecture that individuals who are more
concerned with sustainability will offer a comparatively greater quality and require a
smaller markup.

While our focus is mostly on differences in prosocial/pro-environment attitudes of
the two cohorts of students, and how they affect the experimental outcomes, it is also
possible that differences in observed behavior between T and C could emerge regardless
of students’ type. In particular, when quality has a social byproduct we might expect
all or most subjects to ascribe some importance to the external impact of their decisions
within the market (social responsibility), thus increasing the overall average quality of their
fictional production with respect to the scenario where no such byproduct exists. If this
were true we should observe higher quality on average in T than in C.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The average quality will be higher in T than in C.

Last, concerning the variables that measure the outcomes of the market game, namely,
profits and social impact, it is less obvious to have clear expectations, since the effect of
the subjects’ decisions might be possibly mitigated (or intensified) by market forces. In
principle, differences on quality and markup may spill over into profits and social impact
but, given the key role played by the market shares, it is difficult to anticipate the outcome
of the interaction between subjects. We discuss these and other aspects of market interplay
in the next section.

4. Results and Discussion

This section presents the experimental data and performs several checks of whether
the hypotheses of Section 3 are supported. All of the following analyses were performed
by dropping the first observation, given the lack of actual trial periods in the experiment.

The following tables show descriptive statistics for the most relevant variables. Table 2
suggests that all descriptive variables are only marginally higher in T. Figure 1 shows
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averages at each round. Table 3 shows the results of regressions of the main variables on
the current round number, to check for the presence of time trends, with clustered-robust
standard errors (at group level). Note that there is no trend in profits and impact, whilst
quality has no relevant trend in T but it is decreasing in C. The remaining variables, price
and markup, display a slightly decreasing trend in both T and C.

Figure 2 focuses only on T, showing the average choices of DS and BM students. We
can observe that, with the only exception of the first round, BM students choose on average
a quality level lower than DS ones, but this fact in some rounds does not entail a lower
average social impact. Conversely, the two groups of students appear to behave on average
very similarly with respect to the markup and they achieve almost the same profit on
average at each round.

Figure 1. Main variables averages in T and C.

Figure 2. Main variables averages in T: DS vs. BM.
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Table 2. (a) Descriptive statistics for T. (b) Descriptive statistics for C.

(a)

Statistics N Mean St. Dev.

Quality 738 195.6 101.2
Markup 738 68.2 68.6
Profit 738 25.6 34.2
Impact 738 147.0 134.6

(b)

Statistic N Mean St. Dev.

Quality 576 192.4 97.1
Markup 576 62.9 61.0
Profit 576 23.2 27.5

Table 3. Trend in the main variables.

Variable Estimate p-Value

Quality-C −4.514 0.008
Quality-T −0.571 0.669
Price-C −6.722 0.00004
Price-T −3.543 0.01
Profit-C −0.088 0.836
Profit-T −0.847 0.06
Markup-C −2.208 0.011
Markup-T −2.973 0.00004
Impact-T 0.214 0.904

In order to validate the statements postulated by hypotheses 1 and 2 we resort to
regressions. Given the panel structure of our data, whereby dependence (and heterogeneity)
may arise both within each pair of matched subjects and at the subject level, we ran
regressions of the observed qualities on the dummy DS (equal to 1 for DS students), on the
gender and age of the subject, including fixed effects for the specific couple ID which the
subject was part of and then computing clustered standard errors at subject ID level.

Table 4, its even-numbered columns in particular, shows that DS and BM behaved
similarly in C. Indeed, there is no significant difference in terms of their main strategic
variables, i.e., quality and markup (the sixth column shows that the two groups achieve also
similar results given that their profits are not statistically different). This result supports
H1b and H2b and constitutes evidence that the two groups of experimental subjects cannot
be told apart when the only plausible objective is the maximization of earnings.

The odd-numbered columns in Table 4, on the contrary, show some differences in the
behavior of DS and BM in T. More specifically, DS students on average set a higher quality
than BM students, while no significant differences arise in terms of the markup they set.
The former result is consistent with H1a while H2a is not borne out by the data.

Interestingly, if we look at the variables concerning the outcomes, profit and social im-
pact, we obtain different results. Indeed, albeit DS students on average set a higher quality,
the difference between DS and BM students in terms of social impact is not statistically
significant. As a consequence, DS and BM are clearly different in their intentions with
respect to the social impact, but not so much in terms of their actual outcomes. A reversed
pattern can be observed in the other two variables: while no significant differences arise in
terms of markup, profits are nonetheless higher among BM students than they are among
DS students. In this case DS and BM do not seem to differ in their intentions, but they do in
terms of actual outcomes.
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Table 4. Differences between DS and BM (in T and C).

Dependent Variable

Quality Markup Profit Impact
T C T C T C T

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

DS 34.361 −12.582 −0.356 3.754 −8.411 −2.905 4.573
(14.026) (8.291) (9.248) (6.104) (5.245) (2.363) (17.713)
p = 0.015 p = 0.130 p = 0.970 p = 0.539 p = 0.109 p = 0.219 p = 0.797

female 8.362 9.189 −1.467 1.759 −7.081 −4.943 −0.303
(8.796) (5.871) (4.849) (7.517) (2.744) (2.895) (14.783)

p = 0.342 p = 0.118 p = 0.763 p = 0.815 p = 0.010 p = 0.088 p = 0.984
age −1.755 −9.169 0.580 2.991 0.058 −1.538 1.108

(1.141) (1.813) (0.719) (2.832) (0.402) (0.937) (1.978)
p = 0.124 p = 0.00000 p = 0.420 p = 0.291 p = 0.885 p = 0.101 p = 0.576

Constant 270.257 350.490 80.192 53.625 37.925 95.947 160.628
(28.868) (48.450) (20.912) (66.582) (10.675) (22.396) (83.391)
p = 0.000 p = 0.000 p = 0.0002 p = 0.421 p = 0.0004 p = 0.00002 p = 0.055

Observations 738 576 738 576 738 576 738
R2 0.513 0.471 0.510 0.435 0.363 0.299 0.178
Adjusted R2 0.483 0.437 0.480 0.399 0.323 0.255 0.127
F Statistic 17.009 *** (df = 43; 694) 14.143 *** (df = 34; 541) 16.819 *** (df = 43; 694) 12.238 *** (df = 34; 541) 9.186 *** (df = 43; 694) 6.785 *** (df = 34; 541) 3.487 *** (df = 43; 694)

Note: OLS estimates, with coupleID fixed effects (dummy variables estimated coefficients not included here).
Standard errors in parenthesis are clustered by subject ID. *** p < 0.01.

These relationships—between quality and social impact and between markup and
profits—can appear paradoxical, but they are coherent with (and possibly a consequence of)
the fundamental mechanism underlying market shares in our experiment. Indeed, given
the calibration of the algorithm determining the market shares, when players set a similar
markup, the player who picks the higher quality (hence a higher cost) will achieve a lower
market share (around 1/3 of the whole market). Consequently, given the above mentioned
statistics, choices over quality and markup may have placed, on average, DS students at
a disadvantage. This is supported by the data, showing that BM students attained larger
market shares than DS students (about 55% vs. 45% on average in mixed groups of one BM
and one DS student). Whether this prominence was due to superior strategic abilities of
BM students, to DS students failing to identify the trade-off between quality and markup
needed to hold on to market shares, or simply was the straightforward consequence of
heuristics focusing on setting the quality while leaving the markup at a “reasonable” level,
it is hard to tell.

However, according to these results, in the experimental market context we designed
and for the specific subject pool we used, good intentions proved insufficient to warrant
good outcomes. Delivering a larger social impact required to secure a significant market
share, failing which the choice of a high quality level remained inconsequential in terms of
triggering the positive externality.

Concerning H3, Figure 3 shows that the distributions of the level of quality chosen
by players are very similar in C and T, (p-value = 0.53 in a Wilcoxon rank sum test) which
suggests that players do not choose a statistically different level of quality, on average,
between the two treatments: the presence of a social impact as a byproduct of the quality
of the good in T, bears no impact on the absolute level of the quality chosen on average
by players as a whole; it does, however, have an effect on the positioning of subjects with
different social attitude. Indeed, in T, DS students choose higher quality (in line with H1a).
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Figure 3. Quality in C and T.

Further insights on different behaviors of DS and BM students in T can be gained by
looking at the influence of the types of counterparts with which the subjects happened to
be matched. Each couple could be Homogeneous, when both subjects were from the same
field of study, or Mixed. Interestingly, such circumstance, though unobservable for the
subjects, affected their behavior. Indeed, Table 5 shows that while homogeneous groups
of DS or BM did not differ significantly in terms of quality, in mixed groups DS subjects
chose a higher quality level than BM. Conversely, in homogeneous groups, DS subjects
set a lower mark-up, and achieved lower profit than BM, whereas in mixed groups two
types did not differ in terms of mark-up, and DS subjects obtained a slightly lower profit
than BM. Finally, the variable DS fails to have a significant influence on the social impact.
There is evidence, therefore, that H1a fits the observed behavior in mixed groups quite
well, while in homogeneous groups we find stronger evidence of H2a.

These results seem to be consistent with theoretical predictions in suggesting that the
heterogeneity of objective functions in mixed groups pushes individual choices towards
more differentiation of quality, relaxing competition and allowing higher mark-up irre-
spective of type of subject. In any case, as previously remarked, when firms set a similar
mark-up then whoever provides larger quality ends up with a smaller market share and
hence lower profits. On the other hand, focusing on homogeneous groups, the association
between being a DS and lower mark-up and profits, can be interpreted as a signal of more
willingness (relative to BM) to forego individual interest to achieve social impact, which,
given the constraints placed by the market mechanism, they failed to deliver: so H3 is not
supported. Again, in the specific experimental setting, larger quality and willingness to
renounce profits were not sufficient to generate significant social impact.

In the next section, we look further into the data, in order to identify the existence of
adjustment patterns in the subjects’ choices round after round and whether such patterns
vary between DS and BM students and/or between T and C.
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Table 5. Differences between DS and BM in T - Homogeneous (H) vs. Mixed (M) groups.

Dependent variable

Quality Markup Profit Impact
(H) (M) (H) (M) (H) (M) (H) (M)

DS −41.964 31.087 −83.908 0.567 −30.675 −9.439 −65.380 6.450
(26.197) (14.031) (17.580) (9.696) (7.830) (5.571) (76.715) (17.923)
p = 0.110 p = 0.027 p = 0.00001 p = 0.954 p = 0.0001 p = 0.091 p = 0.395 p = 0.719

female 20.032 −47.403 −5.183 16.909 −6.751 −3.812 5.294 −44.895
(8.983) (14.994) (5.423) (5.011) (2.961) (2.629) (16.574) (25.013)

p = 0.026 p = 0.002 p = 0.340 p = 0.001 p = 0.023 p = 0.148 p = 0.750 p = 0.073
age −2.404 −1.759 0.684 0.692 −0.768 0.922 3.774 −2.080

(2.031) (1.096) (1.112) (0.907) (0.564) (0.444) (3.049) (1.486)
p = 0.237 p = 0.109 p = 0.539 p = 0.446 p = 0.174 p = 0.038 p = 0.216 p = 0.162

Constant 278.707 227.282 79.769 −5.862 55.933 −6.124 99.177 192.202
(47.485) (25.061) (28.686) (19.716) (14.205) (7.929) (98.261) (42.478)
p = 0.000 p = 0.000 p = 0.006 p = 0.767 p = 0.0001 p = 0.440 p = 0.313 p = 0.00001

Observations 432 306 432 306 432 306 432 306
R2 0.540 0.493 0.357 0.611 0.255 0.437 0.162 0.218
Adjusted R2 0.511 0.459 0.317 0.585 0.209 0.399 0.110 0.166
F Statistic 19.050 *** (df = 25; 406) 14.622 *** (df = 19; 286) 9.016 *** (df = 25; 406) 23.658 *** (df = 19; 286) 5.567 *** (df = 25; 406) 11.676 *** (df = 19; 286) 3.130 *** (df = 25; 406) 4.204 *** (df = 19; 286)

Note: *** p < 0.01.

4.1. Learning and Adjustment

In this experiment players need setting price and quality levels consistent with their
objective function, while also taking into account the expected outcome of the interaction
of their choices with their rival’s in terms of market share. Given the complexity of the
strategic environment, we expect agents to rely, to some extent, on observable data from
previous interactions, as revealed by the information supplied to subjects after each round
about the price and the quality level chosen by each player. Actually, all the previous
game history may affect subjects’ choices at any specific round: we only considered the
previous round for the sake of simplicity and because after each round players received
information regarding that round only. There is a rather well-established literature, within
the framework of multi-agent Cournot models, that investigates the adjustment of agents’
choices between rounds and that points out the use of certain heuristics (see [57–59]). In
particular the heuristics that emerge are adaptive learning (in which one plays the best
response to the choices of others in the previous round), imitation (in which one replicates
the behavior of rivals), and trial-and-error (players adjusts the choice variable and observe
the effect on profit, keeping pace and direction of adjustment in case of positive effect on
their own payoff, reversing the direction in the opposite case). In our context, adaptive
learning is not applicable because no tool was available to calculate the best response (as
is the case in some experiments described in the literature). There is instead scope for
the imitation and trial-and-error components. In order to capture the existence of such
adjustment patterns in the choice variables we ran regressions (summarized in Table 6) to
model the variation in a specific choice between the current and the previous round (∆t

quality
and ∆t

markup). To account for the imitation heuristics the regressors include the observed
differences, in the previous round, between choices of subject and competitor. In particular,
dt−1

quality equals 1, 0 or −1 according to whether, the previous round, the competitor had set
quality higher, equal or lower than the player. So there is imitation when the estimated
coefficient for this variable is positive. The variable sign(∆t−1

quality)× sign(∆t−1
pro f it) is a trial-

and-error component whereby previous adjustments are gauged against the corresponding
effect on profit, and it is equal to 1 if the signs of the two variations agree,−1 if they disagree
and 0 whenever one of them is 0. A positive estimated coefficient signals that changes in
payoff reinforce the adjustment pattern. We also distinguish the adjustment patterns of BM
and DS students including in each regression the interaction term of each variable and the
dummy DS, since we care for the existence (and sign) of possible differences between DS
and BM. The other regressors have similar meaning.
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Table 6. Adjustments in choice variables over time.

Dependent Variable

∆t
quality ∆t

markup
(1) (2) (3) (4)

dt−1
quality 31.553 46.643

(5.539) (4.945)
p = 0.000 p = 0.000

dt−1
quality × DS 6.163 −16.660

(7.582) (6.592)
p = 0.417 p = 0.012

sign(∆t−1
quality)× sign(∆t−1

pro f it) 4.943 14.384
(5.757) (5.400)

p = 0.391 p = 0.008
sign(∆t−1

quality)× sign(∆t−1
pro f it)× DS 5.836 −6.251

(7.784) (7.243)
p = 0.454 p = 0.389

dt−1
markup 19.132 24.254

(3.027) (3.125)
p = 0.000 p = 0.000

dt−1
markup × DS 0.063 −3.764

(5.072) (4.887)
p = 0.991 p = 0.442

sign(∆t−1
markup)× sign(∆t−1

pro f it) 8.006 7.521
(2.928) (3.162)

p = 0.007 p = 0.018
sign(∆t−1

quality)× sign(∆t−1
pro f it)× DS 1.526 0.321

(4.811) (5.139)
p = 0.752 p = 0.951

Constant −1.795 0.583 −1.265 −3.359
(3.669) (3.140) (2.300) (2.238)

p = 0.625 p = 0.853 p = 0.583 p = 0.134

Observations 512 656 512 656
R2 0.149 0.196 0.140 0.139
Adjusted R2 0.143 0.191 0.134 0.134
Residual Std. Error 81.487 (df = 507) 79.082 (df = 651) 51.353 (df = 507) 57.320 (df = 651)
F Statistic 22.270 *** (df = 4; 507) 39.654 *** (df = 4; 651) 20.694 *** (df = 4; 507) 26.360 *** (df = 4; 651)

Note: Standard errors in parenthesis are clustered by subject ID.*** p < 0.01.

Both heuristics are statistically significant for quality and markup adjustment in both C
and T (with the sole exception of the trial-and-error component in quality adjustment in C).
In contrast no differences are observed between DS and BM, with one exception: in quality
adjustment in T, DS mimic the rival less than BM (which does not happen in C). The results
are also consistent with our findings of Section 4. Indeed, DS students making—in T—less
pronounced adjustments in the direction of the rival is again suggestive of a difference in
behavior between DS and BM in T only.

In the following subsection we use data from the final questionnaire in order to
validate the distinction between BM and DS students as a meaningful proxy of prosociality
within our subject pool.

4.2. Evidence from the Questionnaire on Sustainability Attitudes

The analyses carried out in this paper address the issue of whether subjects with
different prosocial attitudes behave differently in our experimental setting. The specific
subject pool studied here was selected assuming that the prosocial motivations were
strongly associated with the field of study and specifically would differ starkly between
students enrolled in Business and Management, and Development Studies. Such choice is
supported by evidence from the literature showing that individual differences in motivation
(which can be either prosocial or more achievement oriented) play a role in undergraduate
degree choice (see e.g., [60]). Besides this, concerning the specific population from which
our subject pool was sampled, in a survey administered just before graduation (see https:

https://www.almalaurea.it/en/universita/indagini/laureati/profilo
https://www.almalaurea.it/en/universita/indagini/laureati/profilo
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//www.almalaurea.it/en/universita/indagini/laureati/profilo (accessed on 12 October
2020), whose data we averaged over the years 2015 to 2019), students were asked to reveal
the most important aspects while searching for a job. BM students mainly focus on earnings
and career possibilities (68% and 81%, respectively), whereas much less importance is
attached to the social utility of their future job (23%). The opposite happens with DS
students, for whom the social utility of their future job (65%) is most important, while
placing less emphasis on earnings and career opportunities (38% and 46% respectively).

In light of these figures, we have assumed being a DS or BM student to be a good
proxy for their prosocial attitude. In order to check the robustness of this assumption
with regard to our specific sample, we included several questions in our post-experiment
questionnaire.

Table 7. Working aspirations.

Where Would You Like to Work in 10 Years? DS BM

In the public administration (health or social sector) 12.3% 1.4%
In the public administration (other sectors) 16.4% 8.2%
As a freelance 9.6% 16.4%
In a private enterprise 8.2% 63%
In a nonprofit organization 43.8% 2.7%
I do not wish to answer 19.2% 9.6%

Note: larger than 100% sum due to multiple selections allowed.

Table 7 shows that the two groups of participants have different working aspirations:
while BM students mainly hope to work in the private sector, DS students tend to be
interested in working for nonprofit organizations and public administration (especially
health and social sectors). Finally, our questionnaire included questions related to relevant
behavioral traits, several of which were inspired by the work of [61] regarding preference
survey modules to measure risk, time, and social preferences. Such questions solicited
answers on a Likert scale from 0 to 10. We formulated an additional question that sought to
measure the extent to which our participants thought of themselves as critical consumers
(again on a 0–10 scale) and one that asked whether or not they were currently engaged in
voluntary work (with a yes or no answer). Table 8 reports the exact wording of these specific
questions and the labels which are then used in Table 9 to show test results on the differences
between the two groups of students. Accordingly, DS students are more likely than BM
students to donate to good causes, return a favor for a stranger (both p-values < 0.01)
while they declare a lower willingness to take a revenge after being treated unfairly and
are more likely to be involved in volunteer work in social or environmental organizations
or cultural associations (p-values < 0.05). There is also a somewhat weaker evidence of DS
students being more careful about their consumption choices and being more trusting of
other people. It is reasonable that these behavioral traits concur to outlining the prosocial
attitudes of subjects.

In turn, Figure 4 provides an overview of the measures of association between the
different variables of the preference survey module. In particular, the portion of the figure
above the diagonal shows significant correlations with the expected sign (Spearman rank
correlations) between the variables measured on a Likert scale, while the box plots on the
right highlight the link between the dummies and the other variables, which again are as
expected. Overall, there is evidence that these variables seem to paint a fairly consistent
picture of a general prosocial attitude.

https://www.almalaurea.it/en/universita/indagini/laureati/profilo
https://www.almalaurea.it/en/universita/indagini/laureati/profilo
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Table 8. Behavioral preference survey module—Questions.

Questions Label

How well does the statement “As long as I am not
convinced otherwise I always assume that people have
only the best intentions” describe you as a person?

Trust

How willing are you to give to good causes without
expecting anything in return? Altruism

How would you rate your willingness to return a favor
to a stranger? Trustworthiness

How well does the following statement describe you as a
person: “If I am treated very unjustly, I will take revenge
at the first opportunity, even if there is a cost to do so”?

Revenge

A critical consumer makes consumption choices based on
predefined criteria, such as environmental and social
sustainability, which have the same importance of price
and quality of the products/services. Given this definition,
define your own level of criticality as a consumer.

Critical consumer

Are you currently a voluntary member of an organisation
or association? Volunteer work

Table 9. Behavioral preference survey module—Results.

Median DS Median BM p-Value

Trust 6 5 0.07075
Altruism 8 7 0.00213
Trustworthiness 9 8 0.001231
Revenge 3 4 0.03132
Critical consumer 7 6 0.05419

Odds DS Odds BM p-Value

Volunteer work 0.54 0.23 0.02041
Note: p-values are for a one-tailed Fischer exact test for “Volunteer work”, one-tailed Mann-Whitney U-test for
the remaining variables.

Figure 4. Measures of associations within questionnaire variables. * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.
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5. Conclusions

The experimental design outlined in this paper presents producers having to make
choices in terms of price and quality of a fictitious good or service within a duopoly. The
role of producers is played by two different groups of students whose prosocial attitude
is ex-ante different. The demand side of the market is artificial and is designed to reflect
the characteristics of a population of consumers who have a heterogeneous willingness
to pay for quality. In the control scenario, different prosociality does not translate into
different behavior of producers. In the treatment scenario, selling high quality goods
results in proportional payments to a charity (selected by each subject). The presence of
such salient implication in terms of a positive social externality triggered a significantly
different behavior, whereby more prosocial individuals produced higher quality goods
than their counterparts. We can therefore extrapolate that individuals with different
training and cultural backgrounds have different motivations and attitudes concerning
sustainability practices. However, strategic interactions between subjects with different
degrees of prosociality are quite complex and the outcome of this type of competition
cannot be taken for granted. In fact, there is only weak evidence that the presence of
more producers with a higher degree of prosociality tends to generate a greater positive
social impact: the market environment with its competitive pressure makes it difficult
for the good deeds to be fully effective. Existing literature often suggests that all new
services, activities, projects, and policies should integrate features that promote prosocial
and pro social and environmental behaviors among the population so that, in the long run,
such behaviors become the norm, e.g., [62]. Sustainable entrepreneurship education for
high school and university students may orientate future entrepreneurs and consumers
towards sustainability and encourage youth to engage in social entrepreneurial ventures
to solve social and environmental problems. The present study contributes to this debate
by suggesting that, since such strategy may not suffice, pro-sustainability attitudes need
to be integrated, via academia and policy making, by competences about how markets
operate. This paper’s focus on the behavioral traits of individuals on the supply side of
markets with social externalities could benefit greatly from the use of real entrepreneurs,
rather than students, in the laboratory. Indeed, the results of this market experiment
might be the outcome of an idealistic approach of subjects who most likely never had
to develop effective strategies to survive in competitive markets. Another relevant area
for future research concerns the behavior and the intentions of the students to engage
in sustainable entrepreneurship upon completion of their university training [7]. Finally,
further attempts to understand how different demand conditions might turn into different
emerging behavior, could also provide an important test of the robustness of our main
conclusions.
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